Intuitively, the estimator is the sum of the following types of terms:
The first term is a probability rate of exchange of crit- For the second case, we have given~~> L%:
For the third case, we can further subdivide the cases based on 1{1~" > 02}, because when Y~> 02, the expected contribution due to the change turns out to be zero by symmetry. Thus, we can just consider the case Y; s 6'2, which must be added into the conditional distribution for ri+l, yielding the conditional rate, given Y; > 62, Y;~92: 
Having completed the derivation of the event exchange rate term in Equation (1) is given by Equation (4).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Threshold parameters arise frequently in the optimizat ion of discrete-event systems, so the availability y of gradient estimates is an important area of research.
As noted in the introduction, perturbation analysis is a gradient estimation technique which has been ap-
